Tribute

Stellar Guru Sri NV Raghava Chary’s(Meena2)

Birthday remembrance

On his centenary celebration year 2012-2013

18th March 2012 is 99th birthday celebration month and heading for centenary birthday celebration in the year 2013.

Co-author of Naadi Jyothisa Meena system of Astrology (Stellar Astrology) along with Sri RG Row(Meena1). His last work Practical Stellar Astrology is a master piece in Stellar Astrology. His generosity, we could get lot of interpretation secrets to decode a horoscope. He has introduced Meena2 System and illustrated Gunas in depth segregating the Planets Gunas into three phases.

Sri PVK Punneswara Rao’s words “ Sri NV Raghavachary(Meena2) has shown amazing efforts in compiling PSA and his exposition of the science is simple and brilliant, especially in Stellar theory.
In my opinion the entire content of his work should be treated as a noble contribution for all the time to come.”

Sri C Novaratan Mall’s words: “It is well known fact that he has worked along with Meena and brought forth the famous work on Stellar Astrology and his PSA(Meena2 system) work is an improvement over his earlier Meena theory and his approach to the subject is tally new. Whenever I had astrological doubts, I used to rush to him and like ancient Rishi he used to come to my rescue”

Meena 2 (Stellar astrology) System of interpretation is being taught to astrology lovers by his son Dr. NVRA Raja (Meena2 Jr.) and keeps the legacy ever green.

**Astroconference at secunderabad ICAS during Aaugust 1993**

(I to R Sri NV Raghavachary (Meena2) , Sri VI Narasimhan then ICAS sec-bad Chairman, Sri Ruthalingam)
Sri NVR, Law college Student (Belgaum) & Guruji’s 80th Birthday at Trivellore

At Dr. NVRA Raja (Meena 2 Jr.) Wedding, Tirupati

With granddaughter Satya Sree Raja at Secunderabad
Guruji NVR’s-the last article written by him during September 1994 and it is published in Practical Stellar astrology as Some Pertinent thoughts on Dasa and Bukthis chapter 33, he had penned a wonderful concept on how to decode Dasa bukthi and anthara. I had scanned this from his manuscript library for the benefit of astrolovers. By reading this you will get lot of hints to decode DBA
A scrutiny of the aforesaid facts will reveal that the sign in which Ravi is exalted Sani becomes debilitated. So it may also be noticed that the sign where Sani is exalted Ravi becomes debilitated. Similarly the sign in which Guru is a Dasha and Vice versa, Kanya has his debilitation. So also the sign in which Surya is exalted (Vedha) Buda is in Veecha and Vice versa. The sign of Rahu in which Chandra is exalted no planet has debilitation becomes Veecha. The aforesaid facts may be clearly expressed in the zodiac so that one could easily remember.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meena</th>
<th>Mekha</th>
<th>Vaishaka</th>
<th>Karka</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sreeya</td>
<td>Ravi (coch)</td>
<td>Sani (oree)</td>
<td>Ljuna (coch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puthra</td>
<td>Ravi (coch)</td>
<td>Sani (oree)</td>
<td>Kunya (coch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumbha</td>
<td>Ravi (coch)</td>
<td>Sani (oree)</td>
<td>Shima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magha</td>
<td>Ravi (coch)</td>
<td>Sani (oree)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhanu</td>
<td>Ravi (coch)</td>
<td>Sani (oree)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The signs Karka, Meeka, Vaishaka, Meeka, Meena & Kumbh are known as Chandra Sadhga.

The signs Shima, Kanya, Thula, Vaishaka, Dhanu & Meena.
In some classical astrological texts it has been said that in Ravi Dasa-Sani Bitti and Sani Dasa-Ravi Bitti are powerful. Here one will clearly see that the sign in which Ravi is ruling, Sani is debilitated. In the like manner where Sani is in Dasha, Yama becomes weak and vice versa. So also in the sign in which Yama becomes weak, Ravi Bitti is weak, and vice versa. Here one may reasonably conclude it is so on account of hostility between the said planets. The conclusions will be as given below—

1) Ravi Dasa - Sani Bitti
   \[ \text{Sani Dasa - Ravi Bitti} \]

2) Yama Dasa - Guru Bitti
   \[ \text{Guru Dasa - Yama Bitti} \]

3) Shukra Dasa - Bhuja Bitti
   \[ \text{Bhuja Dasa - Shukra Bitti} \]

Stretching our thought further, it will give us an idea to involve the signs and their lords so that the scope of various Dasa and Bitti could profitably be enlarged so that a larger number of periods could be defined in a logical manner.

On Dasha, Ravi is debilitated and Sani is debilitated. Yama is debilitated in Thula where Sani becomes weak and vice versa.
Combination could be arranged as:

1) Kujra Dasa - Rami Bakti
2) Kujra Dasa - Sami Bakti
3) Rami Dasa - Kujra Bakti
4) Sami Dasa - Kujra Bakti

Taking into consideration Karaka (Sign owned by Chandra) the following could be got:

1) Chandra Dasa - Kujra Bakti
2) Chandra Dasa - Kujra Bakti
3) Anur Dasa - Chandra Bakti
4) Kujra Dasa - Chandra Bakti

In the like manner inscribing Kanaka (Sign of which Bhutra is the Lord in the left mentioned combination may be noted (As Bhutra is seen and Sunna is in excess in this Sign)

1) Bhutra Dasa - Sunna Bakti
2) Bhutra Dasa - Bhutra Bakti
3) Sunna Dasa - Bhutra Bakti
4) Bhutra Dasa - Bhutra Bakti

Similarly by considering Thula Rashi (belonging to Sunna) we get 16 periods as noted below (As Rashi is in excess and Sunna is in excess in this Sign)

1) Sunna Dasa - Rami Bakti
2) Sunna Dasa - Sami Bakti
3) Rami Dasa - Sunna Bakti
4) Sami Dasa - Sunna Bakti

In the like fashion the combination for

Maaraka (Lord of white is Sani) may be determined (As Rashi is in excess and Sunna is in excess)

1) Sami Dasa - Kujra Bakti
2) Sami Dasa - Rami Bakti
3) Kujra Dasa - Sami Bakti
In the case of Meena Ragi, where Sinha’s Poona and Brothla is Treke, the sign belongs to know the combinations are as given below:

1) Gunw Dasa - Brothla Pucchik
2) Gunw Dasa - Sinha Pucchik
3) Brothla Dasa - Gunw Pucchik
4) Sinha Dasa - Gunw Pucchik

Chandra is Exalted in Varshika Rashi
Owned by Sinha so

Sinha Dasa - Chandra Pucchik
Chandra Dasa - Sinha Pucchik

Chandra is Treke in Varshika Rashi,
by which Kuga is the Lord so
Kuga Dasa - Chandra Pucchik
Chandra Dasa - Kuga Pucchik

The results stated above are important for the purposes of predictions. One can expect some blocking or hindering events are likely to take place in the Dasa and

Some charts are examined and
The results arrived at showing
The applicability of the above stated
principles

The entire article was published in “Practical Stellar Astrology” By Sri NV Raghavachary (Meena2)

TributeCourtesy: Dr. NVRA Raja, son of Meena 2.